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I am indebted to Elizabeth Hawley for much of the information in these notes.

The political situation in Nepal appears at the time of writing to be
improving, with the Maoist rebels, who have effective control of much

of the country, finally agreeing to join the more traditional politicians in an
interim government prior to elections and the writing of a new constitution.
Whether this will lead to real stability and a return to the good old days
when one could wander freely about the outlying parts of this beautiful
and engaging country remains to be seen.

On Everest yet another record was set with no less than 468 successful
ascents in the year, all of them on the two standard routes, with the majority
climbing from the north. For the first time in several years there was a
successful ascent in the post-monsoon season, by a heavily equipped North
American party climbing from the Nepalese side. A strong and very
experienced three-man Spanish party (Alberto Inurrategi, Ferran Latorre
and Juan Vallejo) made an impressive attempt on the Japanese and Hornbein
Couloirs, also post-monsoon, climbing alpine style with no oxygen or Sherpa
support, and reaching the top of the Hornbein Couloir at around 8500m
before retreating without incident. A team led by Gheorghe Dijmarescu
attempted the unclimbed ridge in the middle of the Kangshung face but
were unable to get onto it from their starting point on the NE ridge.

Four parties traversed Everest in the spring, using the standard routes,
two in either direction. Two of these were solo traverses - Dawa Sherpa,
crossing from north to south, claimed a speed record of just over 20 hours,
presumably base camp to base camp, for this new competitive activity; while
Simone Moro went the other way without a permit for the Tibetan side
and had to pay the police $3000 to cross the border back into Nepal.

The total number of ascents of Everest at the end of 2006 stood at 3144,
according to the detailed chronicles of Elizabeth Hawley. Even when
allowing for repeat ascents by Sherpas and others, the total number of
individuals reaching the summit of Everest must by now comfortably exceed
the combined memberships of the Alpine Club and Climbers' Club, which
perhaps gives food for thought.

There were 11 deaths on Everest during the year, including three Sherpas
in the Khumbu Icefall. The most widely publicized incident was the death
of the Briton David Sharp at around 8500m on the North Col route; he
was attempting a solo ascent, at least of the final section, and, while dying,
wa~ passed by at least 30 other people, none of whom offered significant
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139. The Stremfelj-Zalokar route on the south face of Janak Chuli (7044m).
(Andrej Stremfelj)

assistance. There has been extensive commentary on this, including notes
by both Stephen Goodwin and Doug Scott in AJ 2006, to which there is
little to add. It is difficult not to see this behaviour as a consequence of
commercial mountaineering, and to be critical of at least the leaders of the
various ropes, if not the paying clients, unless they actually failed to see
Sharp in the poor evening light. It is, however, worth remembering that
there are several instances in the history of climbing of mountaineers, some
of them distinguished, abandoning their own mates in difficult situations.
Not many of us are perfect.

A better example, also widely reported, was set by Dan Mazur, who
abandoned his own attempt with two clients to assist a seriously frostbitten
and hypothermic Australian down the north ridge. One hopes his reputation
as a guide has been enhanced rather than diminished by this display of
more traditional values.

Climbing on the Tibetan side of Everest is being complicated by
preparations for the carrying of the Olympic torch up there in 2008. Peak
fees are being 'temporarily' increased and there is an attempt to ensure that
expedition participants have some previous mountaineering experience at
or above 8000m (this requirement, applied diligently, could seriously affect
the commercial expedition business). Bigger and better ladders can doubt
less be expected.
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The outstanding climbing achievement of 2006 in Nepal was the fIrst
winter ascent of the South Face of Lhotse by a Japanese party, assisted by
a Korean team with the same objective whom they met at the base camp.
This was the third attempt at a winter ascent of this famous face by parties
led by Osamu Tanabe of the JAC. It was a distinctly classical ascent, using
5700m of fixed rope and 18 climbing Sherpas, though apparently no oxygen.
(See 'Lhotse South Face Winter Ascent - The Dream Comes True' on page 59.)

Elsewhere in Nepal the long and diffIcult E ridge of Annapurna I, starting
from Glacier Dome, was traversed for the third time, in alpine style and
without oxygen, by a four-man party led by the Polish climber Piotr
Pustelnik. Andrej Stremfelj and Rok Zalokar climbed the steep S face of
Janak Chuli (7044m), north-east of Kangchenjunga, with one bivouac from
a base camp at 5715m. The route, which Stremfelj had attempted in 2005,
involved 70 degree ice and 5.6 rock. As usual, Ama Dablam and Cho Oyu
had a large number of ascents. Some climbers on Cho Oyu witnessed
Chinese border police shooting unarmed Tibetans crossing the Nangpa La
into Nepal. Kangchenjunga, Makalu, Dhaulagiri, Lhotse and Manaslu each
had several successful ascents, all by the standard routes, and a Kazakh
party made a new line on the NE face of Manaslu. Jean-Christophe Lafaille
disappeared in January 2006 during a solo attempt on MakaIu, which would
apparently have been the fIrst winter ascent of the peak. A Japanese party
made the fIrst ascent of Panbari (6905m), near Manaslu, while a French
group of four attempted the unclimbed Ganesh 7 (6550m) in West Central
Nepal but all died in an avalanche. Merra (6344m) in NE Nepal was
climbed, apparently for the fIrst time, by a Danish party of two.

In the Khumbu area in October, Nick Bullock and Jon Bracey climbed a
diffIcult line on Machermo, also known as Phari Lapcha West (5977m).
The climb took two days and they abseiled back down the line. In the best
traditions of British crag climbing, they named it Snotty's Gully in memory
of the Americann Sue Nott who perished on Mount Foraker in June 2006.
They subsequently abandoned an attempt on the N face of Khonde due to
poor conditions. (See article 'Silent Scream' on page 3.)

A three-man British party led by Alasdair Buchanan made an attempt
on the W ridge of Cholatse (6440m) but were forced to retreat in poor
weather and bad snow conditions.

On a slightly ghoulish note, two expeditions were refused a refund of
their $2000 rubbish deposits by the Nepalese Tourist Ministry on the
grounds that they had left the bodies of dead team members on their peaks.

Frozen waterfall climbing has re-emerged in Nepal with two fast ascents
of Losar, a 700m line below Nupla (5885m) close to Namche Bazar, by
climbers working for the Khumbu Climbing School. This was fIrst climbed
by Catherine Destivelle and Erik Decamp over three days in 1994, but now
is done in a day. Apparently, if you make your intentions too widely known,
you are told you need a permit for such activity, even though you are not
gOIng to the top of any mountain.
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